Bump for tomorrow's encounter has been announced. Ted Schulte '59 will represent the Engineers in the 123-lb. class. Max Snodderly '59, named in New England in the 158-lb. division as a freestyler last spring, is in one of the brightest spots on the roster. Another in the Latham '59, who was third best 137-pound frosh in the nation, is in the 167-lb. spot. In the unlimited, the Caesars are both hopeful of gaining recognition. The discussion will be held in the Newman Center at 11:30 a.m. on Thursday, December 7. If interested in helping, contact TCA, Ext. 885.
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DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF SPACE TECHNOLOGY will be discussed Tuesday, December 6, in a colloquium sponsored by the Political Science Section of the Department of Political Science and government, and Private Organizations involved in the Development of Space Technology. The discussion will be open to the public.

RETIRED CHILDREN
The Greater Boston Foundation for Retired Children has asked NET for help. Donations containers distributed during their drive to stores in the area must be collected Saturday, December 1, and Wednesday, December 7, and Interests in helping contact TCA, Ext. 805.